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1. Introduction

Interest in liquid metal boiling has been intensified by fast reactor

safety considerations. The positive coolant void coefficient in

connection with sodium boiling under certain circumstances may result

in the destruction of the core.

From the safety standpoint the interest is concentrated on the following

3 questions:

a) In the case of boiling: How fast will the coolant be ejected

..~ <t'-romtehe channei? ·Thc±s~:l;ceS?~·~1) ·tilie·i.npu.·~ra'fe·c,--:trea.ctivity

into the core and the resulting destructive energy.

b) What degree of liquid superheat will be reached before boiling

actually starts? This not only determines the ejection

velocity during boiling, but also may be of importance with

respect to the integrity of the core structure. The sudden

flashing of superheated liquid resulta in apressure pulse

and it must be proven, that this may not deteriorate the

neighbouring coolant channels.

c) Following the eject10n areturn flow of cold liquid (400 °c to

600 °C) 1nto the empty channel may result in pressure pulses

of the waterhammer type. This 1s def1nedas recondensation

of some of the vapour volume and again may destroy the core

structure •

.JE) Paper presented at the European Two-Phase Flow Meet1ng# Oslo#

June 18 - 20# 1968
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Therefore ejection, superheat and recondensation are the main safety

aspects of sodium boiling. They differ to a eertain extent from the

classical fields of boiling and two-phase flow, namely heat transfer,

fluid flow and pressure drop as weIl as boiling and hydrodynamic

stability. On the other hand, the solution of the ejection problem will

provide much better knowledge of bubble dynamics. The superheat problem

leads into experimental and theoretical investigations on nucleation,

effeet of cavities in a very wetting liquid and from this side as a

byproduct will also give a substantial contribution to the solution

of boiling stability problems. This may not only deepen our insight

into the fundamental problems but also have direct importance for

other applications as for instance space technology.

For Our field of interest, the boiling of sO.dium, the main difference

with respect to water is not 50 much the large thermal conductivity

or the high boiling temperature of sodium, but the larger surface

tension (about a factor 2) and the smaller vapour-to-liquid density

ratio (about a factor ~). Therefore even for low qualities the void

f:t"CiqtJ()l! ..i.~ .... J.!l:t"g~~ .~l).<ip:l.~g .."tlP~ !':l.().1'. pI"evails. The larg(! ... f!lu~r_f~ce

tension basically gives the same effect, that large bubbles energetically

are preferred to small ones. Therefore to a large extent the behaviour

of single bubbles is typical for sodium boiling dynamics.

2. Coolant Ejection

The dominating mechanisms of sodium ejection from a fast reactor fuel

element are apparently quite weIl understood today. In earlier in

vestigations homogeneous two-phase flow models which had originally

been developed for boiling water, were initially applied to sodium

L-1 ,2,3,4_7 and further developed L-5_7. Calculations done with the

TRANSFUGUE code L-6_7 indicated that even with no superheat sodium

boiling in heated channels tends to aseparation of the liquid and

the vapour phase. This tendency is emphasized if the liquid is

significantly superheated. In L-2_7 a piston model was proposed for

single bubble growth calculations. The same model was employed in L-7_7
and L-8_7. In L-8_7 for the first time it was assumed that the heated

surface is not completely blanketed with vapour, but rather that a liquid

layer remains on the surface and that this layer constitutes the main

source of vapour production. According to this model a digital code
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("Blow") was developed for numerical analysis t.-9_7. In tb.is paper we

ahall describe a model which 18 based On the Blow-code but incorporates

a number of significant improvements.

2.1 Model

Fig. 1 shows a simplified model of a coolant channel and indicates five

important phases of bubble behaviour. In phase 1 there is no indication

of bubble growth.If the heat input into the coolant exceeds the heat

removal capability of the coolant, the coolant temperature will rise

up to and even beyond the saturation temperature. The radius of stable

gaseousnuclei which may exist in the bulk of the liquid er at the

liquid-solid interface will be given by

(1 )

with

p = liquid pressure near the nucleus

ps(T)= saturation presaure

p = partIal gas pressure
g

(j' = surface tension

R = nucleus radius

T = temperature ef liquid-vapour interface

Bere it was assumed that the partial pressure of the vapour in the

nucleus is equal to the saturation pressure. This is justified according

to t.-9_7. With rising temperature one of the nuclei will approach the

critical radius

JE
r =

p (T) - p
s

2 r J (2)

will become unstable and will grow into a bubble of approximately

spherical shape. This is phase 2 of the bubble growth.

If the liquid was superheated to some degree the creation cf the first

bubble will cause a rapid pressure rise in its neighbourhood from pressure p

to the saturation pressure p (T). Thus any other nuclei which were
s

approaching the critical size at pressure p will now beceme more sub-

criticaL Due to this "seltpressurization" the creation otmore than one
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bubble within a limited volume beeomes more unlikely provided that the

power input is not too high. This is partieularlythe ease with sodium

due to its exeellent thermal eonduetivity and eonsequently the flat

temperature distribution as eompared to water. However, even if more

than one bubble would start to grew at the same time, the overall

behaviour would not be influeneed signifieantly aeeording to L-10_7.
In our ealeulations we therefore assumed that there is on1y one bubble.

In order to deseribe the growth of the bubble in phase 2 we assumed

that for bubble radius R smaller than the ehannel radius r

- the bubble is of spherieal shape

- liquid motion around the bubble is irrotational

- the pressure p is eonstant at radius r

With these assumptions the dynamie behaviour of the bubble ean be

ealeulated ,-11_7. It is

d2R (PB - p)r 1 I \ 2 f 2
R

2 1dR .2 r + rR += - 2' L d.t-J
.1 - J"T2 -~~'·T"o~/'·'=-..:.:- R) R -~

U1; 5.E1:\ r - • L r-

with

r

= time

= pressure in the

= liquid density

= bubble radius

= ehannel radius

bubble less the surfaee tension effeet

p = pressure at radius r

This equation together with the eontinuity eondition and the two

instationary Bernoulli-equations for the liquid upstream and down

stream (see ,-9_7) from the point of bubble nueleation provide a set of

linear equations from whieh p and the aceeleration of theliquid ean

be ealeulated.

After a very short time of aeeeleration (in the mieroseeond range for

typieal problems) the bubble radius grows at a eonstant rate while

the dynamie behaviour is dominated by inertia of the liquid. Later,

heat eonduetion from the bulk of the superheated liquid to the liquid

vapour interphase beeomes the dominant phenomenon and the bubble growth

rate deereases into a r - 'rt'behaviour ,-10,12_7.
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Phase 3 of the bubble growth is reached when the bubble fills out the

cross section of the channel. The shape of the bubble becomes eylindrieal.

The equations whieh deseribe the growth of the bubble were derived in

L-9_7. While the existenee of a liquid layer whieh remains on the

heated surface is important, the exaet thickness of this layer is only

of minor interest during the ejection phase, because the vaporization

of a very small quantity of liquid is sufficient to void the whole

channel. Boiling and ejeetion experiments with liquid metal 1..-13_7 and

sodium-water-reaction studies ~14_7 had indieated a layer thickness

of several 0.1 mm. In Karlsruhe aseries of tests was earried with

ethanol. Fig. 2 shows a frame of a high speed movie whieh was takeh

from the growth of the bubble. The different refleetion properties of

wetted and dry portions of the heater rod indicate that a liquid layer

was left in the heater and dries out while the bubble grows (dotted line =
dry spot).

The thiekness of the layer was determined aceording to the following

assumptions:

1.. Ma.ss balance; (bubble vol~e grow'thduringtim-e efte1t1perature

holdup)

2. Energy balance; (from eleetrieal power x time of temperature

holdup)

3. Laminar sublayer thiekness of the boundary layer L-15_7

Fig. 3 shows the coincidence of the results. Apparently the thickness of

the laminar sublayer of the boundary layer is a good estimate of liquid

layer thiekness.

In the code (Blow 2) whieh was developed aeeording to the modelwhieh

was outlined here briefly, the axial and radial temperature distribution

in the coolant ehannel and in the channel wall is described by 9 axial

nodes in the eoolant (one of which is the bubble) and 5 x 5 nodes in

the ehannel wall. The reduction of the liquid l~yer thickness due to

vaporization is taken into account in 5 layer nodes.

2.2 Results

The code Blow was eheeked against potassium boiling and ejection ex

periments carried out at lepra /-16 7. Experimental measurement and- -
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theoretical predictions of the dynamic bubble growth were found to be

in good agreement L-ö_7. The instant of bubble nucleation and the amount

of superheat at the point of bubble nucleation were the two parameters

.hich had to be varied to obtain a best fit. The variation of these

parameters as compared to the measured values lies still within the

measurement tolerances. It was found that the agreement improved with

increasing superheat. The reason is that at high superheat values the

superheated liquid itself contains sufficient excess energy for the

generation of large amounts of vapour at high pressure in a ahort time,

while at lower superheat the heat flux from the heater into the liquid

and hence the temperature distribution within the liquid becomes more

important. This is emphasized by the results of bubble growth calculations

in a typical sodium cooled fast reactor geometry. Fig. 4 and 5 show the

axial bubble growth starting at the center of the core for different

fue~ temperatures (i.e. heat fluxes). Fig. 4 indicates that a low superheat

(200 C) there is significant influence of the heat flux, while this in

fluence is negligible at high superheat (220 °C) as shown on Fig. 5.

Qr9s§-ch~~k~ng of ~he more refined code Blow 2 with e~pe~i~~~t§ ~s still

under way. First comparisons with ejection simulation experiments with

water (see par. 5.1) indicated good agreement for both the spherical

and the cylindrical phase of bubble growth. Fig. 6 shows the radius

of the spherical bubble which is generated on a heater surface of

109 °c with a bulk water temperature of 97 °c (saturation temperature

at point of bubble nucleation = 88 °C). While the general trend of the

calculated curve agrees with the measurement a slightly higher surface

temperature (approximately 115 °C) would give a better fit. Fig. 7
shows the length of the cylindrical bubble in another test (bulk liquid

temperature 63 °c, saturation temperature 46 °c). Rere fairly good

agreement between measurement and calculation is indicated.

3. Superheat

3.1 Parameters and theoretical models

Till now experimental evidence indicates that - as predicted by theoretical

models - liquid superheat is necessary to start boiling in organic

liquids and water and to a much larger degree in liquid metals.
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Available experimental data show a considerable disagreement and a wide

range, too~ There are many parameters

liquid superheat as there are (e.g.)

influence the initiä~

system pressure

heat flux

physico-chemical state cf the liquid phase as

dissolved and suspended impurities or

gas,chemical agressivity

thermo-physical properties (especially the thermal,con-

ductivity)

liquid - solid interface characteristics as

surface roughness

adsorbed gas layer

oxide layer

thermo-physical properties

hydrodynamic conditions

gravity and radiation effects etc~

Experience shows that liquid-vapour phase transformation induced by

heat transfer processes preferentially starts with nuclei formed at

interfaces inside a system such as heater and container walls, free

surfaces or liquid-gas interfaces of bubbles either entrained, injected

or built up by adsorbed unsoluble gases. Contrary to this heterogeneous

prOcess the homogeneous nucleation takes place at random within homo

geneous elements cf volume of a phase, although this kind of trans

formation should be rather seldom because theoretically predicted

nucleation frequencies corresponding to observed superheat values will

be of a very small order.

Theoretical work mostly is based on the Volmer-Weber-Becker-Döring-theory

(VWBD) ,-17,18_7 for nucleation of phase transformations, especially

for the opposite effect of condensation of liquid out of supersaturated

vapour~ Including the decrease of concentration of embryos during a

transition from phase 1 to phase 2 the nucleation frequency I becomes

/-19 7:- -
JE

I = z n1 s
- bl1av

(21T'iJE kT
t1 aJE

exp (- - )kT (4)
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with

b pressure dependent parameter

aG free energy per volume of the liquid phase with
v

reference to the vapour phase

6G~ free energy of formation of the nucleus

I nucleat~on frequency per volume

i~ number of molecules in the critical nucleus

k Boltzmann constant

n1 number of single molecules per volume phase 1

s· surface area of the nucleus

T absolute temperature

z collision frequency per area of vapour moleeules with

the surface of the nucleus

Equation (4) shows a sharp dependence of I on the critical value of

energy
~critical radius r • On the other hand this free energy is influenced

by the surface tension Q'and the supersaturation pressure ratio Pv/Pl'

where p is the vapour pressure according to the temperature of the
v

superheated liquid, PI is the liquid or system pressure. It is

16
3 TT

Although the VWBD-theory is sttccessful in describing especially homo

geneous condensation processes and with analogeous assumptions also the

nucleation of crystalline phases, it fails when applied to the case

of vapour bubble nucleation in boiling heat transfer. Nucleation

frequencies and superheat observed in experiments are not yet ex

plainable, even including the many parameters listed above. Comparing

sodium to water the twice surface tension value of sodium leads to

a factor 8 in the critical free energy or 2 • 10-4 in the nucleation

frequency rate I. A calculation of I using an experimentally reached

superheat value of 300 oe at 1 atm system pressure for sodium results

in I '~10-1000000 1 3 whereas the experiment shows I ~10-1 1 3
sec cm sec cm
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whieh illustrates the striking discrepancy between present day theory

and the experimental evidence. In connection to the free energy level

the influence of radiation on nucleation mechanisms starting the

boiling process in liquid sodium hasbeen investigated C20_7. The

consideration of several types of radiation results in the suggestion,

that only sodium atoms centrally knocked on by fast neutrons would be

able to deliver the required formation energy to create a critical

vapour nucleus. In fact, even with this mechanism radiation induced

nucleation seems probable only at saturation pressures of more than

10 atmospheres. There are also some other differences to bubble chamber

processes, especially the better heat conduction in liquid metals and

a larger value of the heat of vaporization, both prevent phase trans

formation at a lower energy level than pointed out above.

The degree of superheat in heterogeneous phase transformation processes

decreases rapidly with an increasing number and volume of nucleation

centers in form of gas or vapour embryos. In the case of ordinary liquids

a solid interface normally is of such a roughness that enough nuclei

exist as adsorbed gas or gas enclosed in cavities of various geo~etri~s

called"active sites" for bubble generation. By degasing the surface

by evacuation or by pressurizing the system, where the entrapped gas

will be dissolved and the cavities are inactivated and penetrated by

the liquid, also by polishing the surfaces it is possible to increase

the values of initial superheat. In some longtime experiments a de

activation of nucleation sites has been observed, due to a degasing

by the numerous generated bubbles.

The existence of such gas 01' vapour embryos depends especially on the

wetting behaviour of the liquid-solid couple. The trapping mechanism

has been analysed in more detail by Bankoff L-21_7. In Fig. 8 the

influence of the liquid contact angle e idealized is shown for a

V-shaped cavity of the opening angle «. It oan be seen that no gas

will be trapped if e -5 « because the liquid will completely fill the

bot tom of the groove, Fig. 8a. If, as illustrated in Fig.. 8b, e > «

some gas will be enclosed in the bot tom while the rest of the cavity

fills with liquid. Due to the solubility of gas in the liquid 01' any

chemical reaction between the trapped gas and the liquid the gas may

disappeal' after some time and no longer be available as nucleation

embryo.
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Thermodynamic analysis of isothermal two-phase systems with spherical

interface leads to the equilibrium equation oi a bubble under surfaee

tension forces (6) and to the Clausius-Clapeyron-equation (7) relating

the pressure difference inside a bubble to the necessary superheat,

even necessary in the case of a vapour or gas filled surface cavity

for the growth of a nucleus to its critical size. From

and

p + P - Pi =v g
2tr

JE
r

(6)

by integration and an approximation of the logarithm factor

with

Tv - Ts =
20"Ts

JE
r

(8)

A comparison of water as ordinary

coolant shows that because of the

sodium a nucleus of the radius r JE

~ h heat of vaporization

p pressure

R gas constant
Jtr critical radius of nucleus

J density

~ surface tension

T absolute temperature

subscripts:

g gas

1 liquid

s saturation condition

v vapour

liquid to sodium as liquid metal

higher 6" and T and the lower p fors ~ v
results in a higher superheat than

for water, both at the same system pressure.

In the case of sodium vapour bubble nucleation, however, there are some
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other difficulties. At temperatures of more than 300 °c sodium 1s a weIl

wetting liquid with a eontaet angle of almost zero to clean metal walls.

The effect of this fact on gas-trapping in surface cavities already has

been pointed out (see Fig. 8a,b), therefore· sodium would fill cavities

entirely and make them inactive. This wetting problem also is touched

by a method developed by Holtz and Singer L-22_7 who investigated the

pressure temperature history cf sodium cooled heat transfer systems.

Considerations of wetting/non-wetting situations of surface cavities

together with the assumption of an oxide layer covering the solid

surface led to the conclusion that only partially penetrated cavities

will act as nucleation sites at finite superheat as observed. Although

there was some qualitative success with theoretical predictions the

model needs a change from non-wetting to wetting inside a cavity basing

on a chemical reaction between a surface-covel'ing impurity layer and

the liquid sodium, a mechanism which is quite unknown to date. The

physico-chemical state of the sodium used for experimental comparisons

had been neither measured nor discussed.

This leads to another iml'0rtant p_robleIll.of superl1eat prediction .in liquid

sodium boiling. Contrary to water and ordinary liquids the alkali metals

show high chemical aggressivity. Thereby thermodynamical processes

which could be calculated rather simply will be superimposed by numerous

physico-chemical reactions depending on the physico-chemical state of

the whole system. Also the solubility of most gases in liquid alkali

metals increases with increasing temperature as experiments show ~-23,24_7.

Therefore, in a heat transfer system where steadily cleaned sodium i5

passing the heated surfaces for long time, as in sodium cooled fast

reactors, all possible active sites will be cleaned to a very large

degree from any impurity layer or adsorbed and trapped gases. A flow

induced concentration and temperature gradient will support this mass

transfer process. This longtime effect has already been shown by Spiller

et ale L-25_7 in pool boiling experiments. So besides of the conditions

of surface cavities also suspended impurities and dissolved or entrained

gases as nucleation sites in the liquid metal may become more important,

with respect to the maximum possible superheat till boiling starts;for

longtime safety aspects in reactors.

3.2 Experimental results

Published experiments on sodium and potassium wall superheat measurement

show widely spread values /-8,22 1. This fact is not very surprising
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because of the numerous inf1uences pointed out in 3.1, and beCS'lse it

is not possible to exclude all parameters except one. Espeeially iü-

vestigations with variation of the physico-chemica1 state unti1 to date

are not reported.

o 0For pool boi1ing of sodium superheat va1ues of 0 e up to 330 e

L-25,26,27,28_7 have been found. Also in natural and forced conveetion

loop experiments superheat va1ues stay within a range of 50 oe ,-13_7
to 220 oe ,-29,30_7 except for one experiment done at lepra - where

stagnant potassium under very clean conditions reached maximum wall

superheat va1ues up to 800 oe ,-13_' - the purity of the liquid meta1

and the amount of disso1ved gases is not very we11 known.

Experimental work at Kar1sruhe aims at clearing up some physico-chemica1

parameters inf1uencing the liquid sodium sup~rheat. First experimental

runs in absence of any gas atmosphere with very careful1y degased sodium

and evacuated apparatus have been done. The experimental arrangement

is shown in Fig. 14. The resu1ts of near1y 150 runs are plotted in

Fig. 9 compared to theoretically calculated critical radii cf nuclei
--

according to equation (6). lt can be seen that the superheat valties

fall into a narrow range decreasing with increasing saturation temperature,

as the theory predicts, and there has been no indication of a time

dependent effect such as discussed in 3.1. Because of the unknown

surface conditions inside the heated part of the apparatus no corre1ation

of the experimental resu1ts to the theoretica1 curves can be stated.

More detai1ed experiments must fol10w.

Another pool boi1ing experiment facility has been constructed with

special emphasis on wall effects. An artificia1 cavity - unti1 to date

a cy1indrica1 hole of 0,4 mm diameter and 2 mm depth - is positioned

in the center of a "hot fingern in a f1at po1ished surface. A first

experiment carried out after a c1eaning and instrumentation testing

period showed a superheat va1ue of 35 oe at a saturation temperature

T = 572 °e.This corresponds to a critica1 bubb1e diameter of O,~ mm,s
calculated from equation (8). eompared to the cavity diameter there is

a surprising1y good agreement. However, since on17 few test runs have

been made, this cannot yet be taken as proof of any theory.

Generally it can be stated that to date an exact theoretica1 prediction

of liquid superheat especia11y for liquid meta1 bubb1e nuc1eation is
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impossible. Although there are some very good agreements between some

experiments and some theories,ofi the other hand there are always results

stating unexplainable diserepaneies. To understand the influenee of the

various parameters on superheat and nueleation meehanism mueh more and

detailed theoretieal and experimental work will be neeessary.

4. Reeondensation

Phenomena and Effeets

After having diseussed nueleation and growth of vapour bubbles in fast

reaetors we shall now eonsider the reeondensation. When the bubble grows

further it will reaeh eolder (non-heated) seetions of the eoolant ehannels

and finally enter a plenum in whieh the temperature is less than the

saturation temperature. This is indieated as phase 4 on Fig. 1. This

may be ealled the heat-pipe-phase. The liquid layer on the fuel rod

surfaee will continue to produee vapour whieh will condensate on the

colder surface. Thus the fuel rod will still be eooled.

Whe.n the J..._~qcu_i-_dla_ye.r dri-es- o_ut:, t:he.-r_e are. tw-o c-on-s-e:q:u:e:nc---e--st-:o· b:e con~

sidered:

(1) Due to the lack of cooling the fuel rod temperature will

start to rise and may reach the melting point of the eladding.

(2) Due to the redueed vapour production rate the pressure will drop

and the liquid will reenter the coolant channel.

Whether the fuel rod assembly will be destroyed due to melting before

it is wetted again by the liquid is still unresolved. This will depend

on the mode of reentry of the liquid and on the specific power of the

fue!.

There are two basic modes of reentry. The liquid may enter the coolant

channel in a similar way as it was ejected, namely as a liquid slug

with a welldefined liquid-vapour interface. In this case liquid hammer

effeets must be expected with very high pressure pulses of short duration ..

The maximum pressures at the moment of collapse of condensating vapour

bubbles are much higher than the vapour pressure (whieh is the maximum

pressure during boiling). This has been demonstrated in sodium boiling

and reeondensation experiments as shown on Fig. 10 and was also pre-
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dicted by theory i-8,10~7. However, other modes of reentry are possible

and even more likely: small quantities of liquid may come into contact

with hot surfaces prior to the bulk of the liquid. In this case, vapour

will be produced which would slow down the liquid slug and lead to

repeated ejections, but extremely high pressures will not occur in

this case.

Sooner or later the fuel rod assembly will fail in either case unless

the defect is detected and the reactor is shut down. Although this

would cause significant local damage, only propagation of the failure

might have public hazard implications. The time available to take

corrective action will depend on the rate of failure propagation.

Fast propagation of fuel failure over a large number of fuel elements

must be prevented. The rate of propagation will depend on the mode

of reentry. Apparently, mechanical deformation of the core structure

by liquid hammer effects would be the fastest failure propagation

mechanism. Therefore, the liquid hammer mode of reentry is usually

given most attention 1.-8, 31, 32_7 although it is by no means the

most probable mode.

5. Experimental Program

An extensive research program was established für the experimental

investigation of boiling phenomena and related background information

for various liquids and in particular for sodium. Some of the experiments

which are closely related to the subjects covered in this paper shall

be described briefly.

5.1 Ejection and Recondensation

Fig. 11 shows the interrelationship of four series of experiments

which were designed to provide detailed knowledge of the boiling,

ejection and recondensation phenomena and to permit reliable pre

dictions of the events in a fast sodium cooled reactor under certain

accident conditions. The Ejection Simulation Experiment in single rod

configuration has proven to be a useful tool for establishing the

theoretical model. Its results are also used to check the calculations

in a simple geometry (see Fig. 6 and 7). The test loop (as shown on

Fig. 12) is filled with highly purified and degased water. The test

section consists of a glass tube with a central electrical resistance
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heater. The hydraulic diameter was chosen according to fast reactor

design .. The temperature oi the test section is controlled by means of

a glycerine thermostat circuit prior to the test. Bulk superheat

values of 20 °c are gerierally achieved at system pressures of some

10 mm Hg. At heat fluxes up to 60 W/cm2 single bubble ejection occurred

similar to the case with sodium, .hile at higher heat fluxes (over

100 W/cm2 were reached) the "selfpressurization" was insufficient to

prevent formation of series of bubbles. Pressure and temperature

sensors are indicated on Fig. 12. High speed movies are taken from

the ejection process.

Design of a similar test section is underway for the Bundle Ejection

Simulation Experiment. A resistance type heater bundle with 19 rods

is planned for the first step. This will permit optical and instrumental

observation of ehe influence of a bundle geometry upon fluid flow as

compared to the single rod case.

The Ejection Simulation Experiment facility will also be used to

investigate the recondensation problem. Especially, the flow pattern

-oi"~tkeree:ll.tra.n't Iiqufdwil1be 1:nvestigated by optical observation. Some

modifications may be necessary to get better analogy to the reactor

conditions during this phase.

Complementary to the water tests experiments will be carried out with

sodium. The general arrangement of the Sodium Boiling Loop is shown

on Fig. 13. The stainless steel test section is heated by an oil cooled

high frequency power supply. The whole loop 1s contained in a nitrogen

filled cell for safety reasons. Both the loop and the high frequency

heated test tube have operated successfully in separate tests. With

water maximum heat fluxes of 700 W/cm2 have been achieved. Special

emphasis is layed on the control of the purity of the sodium. A special

sodium destilling device was developed for taking representative sampies

of the sodium for wet chemical analysis. The loop is connected to a

large sodium facility (used for technological test) including a sodium

purification plant. Hence the test sodium will have an impurity content

representativeof large scale facilities such as a reactor. The in

formation supplied by pressure, temperature and flow sensors during the

tests will be used to check and to improve the theoretical model.

The Sodium Boiling Test Bunule was conceived to simulate reactor
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conditions as closely as possible out of pile. Because of the difficult1es

of instrumentation in a closely packed bundle of 169 heater rods or

6 mm diameter this experiment is not expected to provide information

about the details of the ejection and recondensation process. HoweTer,

this experiment shall provide information about the mechanical effects

of sodium boiling with all its consequences in a typical fast reactor

fuel element. Therefore, the test bundle will be surrounded by six

other bundles of similar geometry and composition as in the reactor.

Digital analysis of the transient temperature rise in the bundle in

dicates that with commercially available heater rods a relatively flat

temperature profile can be achieved in the bundle to superheat a

sufficient quantity of sodium without excessive energy losses to the

environment. The temperature distribution will approach closely the

reactorcase for loss of flow situations so that this experiment will

allow confident predictions as to reactor conditions.

5.2 Sodium Superheat

The exper~ment~l research program on sodium superheat is especially

concentrated on the influence of physico-chemical effects such as

solubility of inert gases above 600 oe

sodium conditions (oxide concentration) and

wall condition (artificial cavities).

A first experimental arrangement 1s shown in Fig. 14. Inside a test

chamber the sodium will be superheated by radiation heating in absence

of any gas atmosphere. '1'0 prevent natural eonvection and heat transfer

the chamber is positioned on the top of the apparatus. By steadily

pulling at the stainless steel bellow in the lower part the pressure

can be varied and a certain amount of superheat will be reached. Some

time after pressure decrease the nucleation will take place and the

liquid metal flashes out of the hot chamber. For registration of the

whole run thermocouples and pressure pick-ups are installed, the signals

are fixed by an UV-oscilloscript because of the high velocity requirements.

Fig. 14 also shows the general distribution of the temperature inside

the facility and the position of thetwo piezoeleetric quartz pressure

transducers and the tube connecting the apparatus toa seperate heated

Bourdon-tube to measure the static pressure inside the test section
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before any nucleation.

The sodium contents can be changed. Thus a controlled variation of the

oxide concentration and dissolved gases as helium or argon is possible.

Instead of decreasing the pressure to obtain superheated liqu~d in

another facility at constant pressure the temperature in a "hot fingertt~

like test area is raised until nucleation starts. The test section

is shown in Fig. 15. A flow diagram of the whole facil1ty is shown

in Fig. 16. The heavily drawn lines indicate sodium containing com

ponents. To reach controlled sodium conditions, especially a certain

oxide concentration, the test section is arranged as part of a natural

convection loop with a cold trap and a hot trap. Thus the circulating

hot sodium cleans the test area by mass transport of impurities either

to the cold trap or to the hot trap. The cold trap in the part of the

lower temperature is filled with stainless stael mesh work whereas the

hot trap contains zirconium chips. Bach one of the traps is bypassed

during operation of the other one to complete the circulation loop

in each cleaning phase. The facility is completed by an argon covergas

trap. The power supply and the control instrumentation mainly in form

of 50 thermocouples are not shown.

Several series of experiments will be carried out with a variation of

the sodium conditions aa weIl as the geometry of the artificial surface

roughness already mentioned. A special emphasis also is laid on the

time dependence of superheat in a long time program of repetition of

the same experimental run.

Summary

a) The mechanism of single channel ejection is understood quite welle

The theory has been checked against experimental results with water

and liquid metal successfully.

b) The most important and at same time the least known parameter so far

is the liquid superheat at the instant of bubble nucleation. Pre

dictions on the basis of present day theories fail. Important

influences upon superheat - physico-chemical state and liquid-

solid interface effects - will be investigated in the current

research program.
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c) The fluid flow pattern in rod bundle geometries will be studied with

water and sodium. Thus reliable predictions to reactor conditions

will be possible.

d) The two-phase flow behaviour and mechanical effects during reentry

are particularly related to reactor safety. Research work must be

concentrated in these problems in the future.
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Fig. 11: Ejection and Recondensalion Experiments
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Fig. 11,: Sodium Superheat Experiment
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